
CHARACTER  STUDY 

Row and Column entries are clued in order of appearance, but the (asymmetric) grid is unfinished—you need to draw solid bars in the grid to 
separate consecutive entries. In each Row, one entry is too long for its spot, and must have a character deleted before entry, which you will 

relocate to the circle at the end of the row.  Part of the finished grid depicts a scene featuring a well-known character. In addition, the circles, 
reading from top to bottom, spell out a line that would be decidedly out of character in this scene.



ROWS
1 First half of improv scene ruined, for example

Dropped off Abed with Annie and Troy, at first
2 Archie's taking Veronica's lead—they've got history

Simp elated boundlessly, rushing words (2 wds.)
3 Soccer star Hamm's goal from the other side

Mock article aboard fast plane
Aids for walking high on small inclines

4 Confused Ria and Powell of crosswords
Boo-boos on whiners, oddly
It's worn by Princeville islanders!

5 "SNL" star Chris sounds embarrassed
German "yes" and Spanish "no" rebuffed mythological

skipper
Say "Short-range club without a head"

6 A queen wearing fl ower for Baghdad natives
Aural, spoken!
Baseball stat, except for...

7 ...pitch and catch, making goal
Friend of Sonic's elk snuck out

8 Really loved something at eatery in the Upper Peninsula,
initially (3 wds.)

Chopping trees with that is most unsettling
9 Cool, with no ice

Hired car (blue) going right instead of left, crashing
Horseshoes feat involved in scoring error

10 Emanuel's animal that butts with head
Reserves two thirds of spa resort
Only school cheer

11 Anime fan is not a Kubrickian, essentially
End of a joke's wordplay: "chlorine with no alternative"

12 Snack made from a pumpkin seed, pie crusts, and fl at
bread

Stand for Democrat moving to the right at West Coast
institution

13 Mouse ran sneakily, keeping back traps
With alpha, tops animals

COLUMNS
A “Good” Biblical character transfi gured Saint Mara

Characters in Saboteur open Hitchcock movie
B Turned 100 to 500 in charge of June celebration

Give top marks to Pixar's Remy, e.g., having consumed
food (3 wds.)

C Cadre translated digital greeting (hyph.)
Hotel handouts made from a stack of papers with a

written afterthought (2 wds.)
D Tea variety is 33.3% chamomile

One thumb, say: "Thumbs up, man" (3 wds.)
Sleek coat in outer layer

E Awkwardly jam in Nicki
Puts in reverse, carrying end of vape rig
Defying all odds,  Aunt May is actress Hagen

F Despite that, lost seven-nothing (2 wds.)
Heavy instrument sounds like hollow cylinder? Uhh...
Paolo and Ria starting out standard

G Furiously twerk on set of TV stations
Read carefully for each application

H Snakes lacking quiet tail, in slang
"In a New Jersey second" is nonsensical
Lets out parents, but not dad

I Sink your teeth into Bali and Tallahassee's borders
Filthy lucre is a pain
Leads in splits, causing a bowling strike breaker

J Muhammad and saints are bunches of celebrities (hyph.)
Hare's follower convulsed in shark

K As many times as needed, use every bit of late
improbable story (2 wds.)

Plays on a course, having downgraded fourth of Olympic
firsts

L Diminutive suffi x and French term, lacking the last two
Writer Ewing's nights of anticipation
T.S. who wrote about Macavity and Skimbleshanks’

railway fling (hot content), centrally
M Wants to look at those changing color, to Spooner

Fashion crazes: Shirt rips


